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Abstract. We consider the nonlinear elliptic degenerate equation

— x2l—^H 2} ~^^u=f(u) m ^α> (1)

where

for some constant a >0 and / is a C00 functions on 1R such that /(O) = /'(O) — 0.
Our main result asserts that: if ueC(Ωa) satisfies

u(0, y) = 0 for \y\<a, (2)

then x'2u(x,y)eCco(Ωal2) and in particular ueCco(Ωa/2).

1. Introduction

This paper deals with the question of boundary regularity of solutions of a
nonlinear elliptic degenerate equation of the form

f(u) inί2 f l, (1)

where

for some constant α>0, and / is a Cx function on IR such that

/(0)=/'(0)=0. (2)
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Our main result is the following :

Theorem 1. Assume ueCco(Ωa)nC(Ωa) satisfies (1) and

tt(0,y) = 0 for \y\<a. (3)

Then x~2u(x,y)eCco(Ωa/2) and in particular uECco(Ωa/2).

Equation (1) occurs in the theory of multimeron solutions to Yang-Mills field
equations [2]. More precisely the equation in [2] is:

— x2n\p + \p^ — ψ = 0 in Ωa

together with the boundary conditions :

V(0,)0=±l.

If we set u = ψ + 1 we find

that is (1) with f(u) = -u* + 3u2. In [3] it is only proved that ψ is continuous up to
the boundary (except at the points where ψ changes sign). Theorem 1 shows that ψ
is C°° up to the boundary (except at the points where ψ changes sign).

2. Some Lemmas

The proof relies on some lemmas

Lemma 2. Assume uEC2(Ωa)nC(Ωa) satisfies:

\-x2Au + 2u\ ̂  φ2 + x4) on Ωa (4)

for some constant α, and

u(Q,y) = Q for \y\<a. (5)

Then, there is a constant β such that

\u(x,y)\^βx2 on Ωa/2.

Proof of Lemma 2. For b < a set

Mb=Sup|ιι|.
Ωb

Since by (5) Mb-»0 as /7-+0,we may fix b so small that

α£2<l/2 (6)

αMb< 1/400. (7)

We shall establish that

for 0<x<fo, (8)

where

(9)
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The conclusion of Lemma 2 follows easily. In order to prove (8) we introduce the
function

v(x, y) = Ax2 - Bx4 + Cy4, (10)

where A is defined by (9),

C=-^Γ (12)

A direct computation shows that

— x2Av + 2v^ci(v2+x4) on Ωb, (13)

υ(x, ±b)^Mb for 0<x<b, (14)

v(b,y)^Mb for 0<y<a, (15)

(16)

v^ΰ onΩb. (17)

We now derive, using the maximum principle that

u^v onΩb. (18)

Indeed by (14) and (15), u^v on dΩb.

Suppose, by contradiction, that (u — v) achieves a positive maximum at
(x0,y0)EΩb. We would have

On the other hand, we deduce from (4) and (13) that

— x2Δ(u — v) + 2u — 2v<ϊ a(u2 — v2) on Ωb .

Therefore

2 ̂  α[φ0, y0) + φc0, y0)] .

^αMfc + l [by (16)]

and thus αMδ ̂  1 - a contradiction with (7).

Lemma 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem ί there exist constant βk such that

\Dk

yu(x,y}\^βkx
2 onΩa/2,

for all fc = 0,l,2, . . . .

Proof of Lemma 3. Since /(0) = 0 we have

\f(u)\^C\u\ onί2α
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and by (1)

\Au\^(C + 2)\~ onΩa.
X

It follows from Lemma 2 that ΔueLco(Ωa)2). We deduce from the Lp regularity
theory (see e.g. [1]) that MeC1(Ωα/4). In particular DyueC(Ωa/4) and

Dyu(Q9y) = 0 for \y\<a/4

[since u(Q,y) = Q for \y\ <a\. Also, differentiating (1) with respect to y we find

- x2A(Dyu) + 2(Dyu) = f(u)Dyu on Ωa .

By (2) we have

\f'(u)\£C\u\

and from Lemma 2 we see that

|/'(u)|gCjJx2, onΩ α / 2 .

Consequently

and Lemma 2 applied to Dyu shows that

\Dyu\^β,x2 onΩa/8.

The conclusion of Lemma 3 for fe = 1 follows directly. When fe ̂  2 we proceed in a
similar way, by induction, differentiating (1) k times with respect to y.

Lemma 4. Assume φeC2(]0,α[)nC([0, α]) satisfies

- x2D2φ(x) -f 2φ(x) = fι(x) , 0 < x < α ,

where fceL°°(0,α).

o

Proof. Indeed we necessarily have

for some constants C1 and C2. Since the last term remains bounded as x->0 we
must take Cx =0, and the conclusion follows.

3. Proof of Theorem 1

We have by (1)

- x2D2

xu + 2u = x2D2u + f(u) .
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Let v(x,y) = x~2u(x,y). We deduce from Lemma 4 that

Dxυ(x9 y) = - x~4 f [t2D2u(t, y)+f(u(t, y$\dt. (19)
o

Set g(u) = u~2f(u) so thai by (2), gisaC™ function on R Changing the variable t in

(19) into s= — we find

i
Dxv(x, y) = — x J [DyV(sx, y) + v2(sx, y)g(s2x2v(sx, y)J]s4ds. (20)

o

It follows from Lemma 3 (applied with fc = 0 and fc = 2) that

\Dxυ(x9y)\£C\x\ onΩα/2. (21)

Next, if we differentiate (2) fc times with respect to y we obtain, using Lemma 3,

that

onfl β / 2 , (22)

for all k.
We may now differentiate (20) once with respect to x and fc times with respect

to y and we find that

\DxxD
k

yv(x9y)\^Ck onΩα/2

for all fc. Proceeding by induction we obtain estimates for D*xD
k

yυ and the

conclusion of Theorem 1 follows [note that we have even an estimate of the form

\D^Dk

yv(x9y)\^Cx when € is odd].
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